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There are several compelling reasons for running application workloads on public cloud services: to 
reduce costs by no longer needing to maintain your own IT infrastructure; to move faster and respond 
nimbly to market needs; to more aggressively enact digital transformation and operate as an agile 
software company. Amazon Web Services (AWS) remains the market leader in public cloud services, 
followed by Microsoft Azure (Azure) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP).

On the public cloud adoption journey, enterprises range across the spectrum, from pure SaaS 
companies that live and breathe ‘cloud-native’ paradigms to those just starting to consider a move to 
the cloud. But to accelerate success of your cloud application delivery, no matter where you are in your 
cloud migration journey, how you monitor applications running on both public and private cloud 
infrastructures is critical. 

Specifically, how you watch over public cloud services will set the stage for your monitoring future. We 
are now entering the era of cloud-native applications, cloud-native infrastructure, and cloud-native 
processes. The way enterprises build and operate systems has evolved. Microservices, cloud 
computing, cloud application platforms-as-a-service, containers, Kubernetes, service meshes, DevOps, 
continuous delivery – all are technologies and methodologies that fundamentally change the way we 
operate software.

As more enterprises move toward these paradigms, the systems they operate become more 
distributed and in the case of containerization, more ephemeral. This drives added complexity and 
visibility challenges for operations, DevOps/SRE and developer teams. To keep up with it all while also 
scaling for growth, these teams need a different monitoring approach, one specifically designed for 
cloud-native requirements.

In this e-book, we’ll provide you insight into how to use metrics-driven analytics to address these new 
monitoring demands. We will help you understand how to apply this new breed of monitoring to public 
cloud services. The focus will be on AWS, but metrics-driven analytics can also be used to monitor 
Azure, GCP, etc. This will help DevOps teams to accelerate their cloud services delivery while providing 
developers with continuous and real-time visibility as they take on more responsibility for their code in 
production. We’ll walk you through actual case studies of how two Wavefront by VMware customers –
one running 100% on AWS (Space Ape Games) and another running on hybrid, multi-cloud (Box) – are 
using our cloud-hosted, metrics-driven analytics platform to better understand not only cloud services 
performance, but also the business impact – also while realizing significant ways to reduce their overall 
cloud costs.
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Dynamic Cloud Environments 

In public cloud environments, resource 
utilizations can be highly dynamic. Depending on 
the time of day, month or season, your cloud 
services environment (test vs. prod) likely requires 
change, and you may have a dramatic rise in 
resources utilization. For example, you may need 
more compute and storage instances during the 
peak shopping season, then no longer need them 
after peak times. Engineering teams move quickly, 
often forgetting unused cloud resources that they 
are getting charged for. Visibility into changes in 
resource capacity and performance becomes 
paramount to ensure you are not paying for 
unused cloud infrastructure.

Complexity of Cloud Services Can Impact Critical 
SLAs

Public cloud providers offer an increasing array of 
services that help teams deliver and quickly 
expand their cloud applications. With all these 
services, DevOps teams have to make sure all 
applications and services function together while 
meeting SLAs. Given dynamic changes in cloud 
service utilization, they need to be on top of 
overall service performance and immediately 
remove performance bottlenecks that often come 
from underlying resource utilization.

Variations in Public Cloud Services Pricing

As DevOps teams plan their expansion to public 
cloud services, the initial questions typically relate 
to visibility around usage economics: 

• How much does it cost for our application to 
run in the public cloud over the long-term 
(visibility into reserved instances pricing)?

• How can cloud pricing changes by the minute, 
hour, or day help us save even more (visibility 
into the pricing of spot instances)?

Lack of Visibility Can Slow Down Continuous 
Delivery and DevOps Velocity

As teams follow DevOps practices and sharing of 
information, application and infrastructure metrics 
can no longer be siloed. Do you have visibility and 
insights from an application testing environment 
that you can directly use in production? Say there is 
a new code push event that will negatively impact 
the performance of a cloud application, is there 
rollback to a more stable release, automated based 
on your application and infrastructure metrics? 
Without shared visibility of your cloud services 
across all engineering teams, you won’t reap the full 
competitive advantages that a migration to public 
cloud services offers.

Slow Troubleshooting Impacts Revenue

For a typical SaaS environment, operational 
decisions directly translate to business decisions. 
Thus, any lag in isolating an incident can have a 
potentially negative impact on your business. 
Lowering the time to resolution of a production 
performance-impacting incident is essential. 
Waiting for slow response times of a traditional 
monitoring tool designed for static environments 
can directly impact a SaaS business. 

Using Siloed Monitoring Can Slow Down 
Application Velocity

Often when an enterprise adopts public cloud, their 
teams are also in charge of maintaining their private 
cloud. For example, VMware Cloud on AWS enables 
smooth transition to public cloud, helping these 
teams to keep their existing private cloud while 
expanding their AWS offerings.  Having a unified 
metrics environment that can monitor your services 
running on VMware Cloud on AWS and your AWS 
native services helps DevOps teams avoid 
troubleshooting delays while giving them unified 
visibility across their multi-cloud environment.

Challenges of Monitoring Public Clouds
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Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite Overview:
A Visibility Package for Unique Insights into Critical AWS Components

The Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite delivers out-of-the-box, metrics-driven analytics for key services of AWS 
including Amazon EC2, EBS, AWS Lambda, Amazon Elastic Load Balancing (ELB), Amazon EC2 Container Service 
(ECS), Amazon RedShift, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon SQS, and others. The Wavefront AWS  Monitoring Suite 
runs on top of the Wavefront metrics platform, providing performance, pricing and billing metrics and events 
from Amazon CloudWatch, Amazon CloudTrail, and various AWS APIs. Its real-time insights into behavior and 
utilization of services and AWS billing are helping DevOps and developer teams realize instant as well as long-
term AWS resources savings while enabling continuous optimum cloud performance. Unlike other limited cloud 
monitoring tools, Wavefront’s dashboards and alerts can be easily customized with analytics using the power of 
the Wavefront Query Language.
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Wavefront	has	Multiple	Telemetry	Ingestion	Options	Beyond	Gathering	from	AWS	APIs
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The move to cloud-native infrastructures represent a fundamental change in the way software is operated. This 
paradigm shift dramatically changes monitoring too. Now a big data approach to monitoring is essential to address the 
complexity, dynamism, and scale of cloud-native environments, including public cloud. This approach is called metrics-
driven analytics. DevOps and developer teams can apply analytics on huge metric volumes in real time, exposing hidden 
insights instantly. Automated analytics drive smarter dashboards and alerts. Other tools based on logs and traces have 
their place, but can’t keep pace with health monitoring of cloud-native environments at high scale.

Why Cloud-Native Needs Metrics-Driven Analytics

Metrics-driven	analytics	provide
what	logs	and	traces	can’t

The	power	of	metrics-driven	analytics	
delivers	better	dashboards

The	power	of	metrics-driven	analytics	
results	in	better	alerting

The	power	of	metrics-driven	analytics
drives	better	anomaly	detection

Speed – For cloud-native environments, any 
sluggishness in speed of service insights translates into 
business impact. Unlike traditional logging tools 
designed for more static environments or forensics, 
metrics deliver the instant visibility essential for cloud 
native.

Affordability – Metrics analytics is lightweight resulting 
in lower storage and processing costs than typical 
logging tools. This is essential for cloud-native business 
that can grow exponentially. Elastic pricing matches 
elastic cloud nature.

Scalability – Unlike logging tools that were designed for 
traditional systems, metrics analytics matches cloud 
scale, scaling to millions points per second at highly 
affordable cost.

Comprehensive Coverage – In cloud-native 
environments, DevOps teams are interested in the 
holistic health of a service. Metrics analytics is “always 
on” covering all cloud services, in particular when 
histogram or distribution metrics analytics is used.  
Contrast this to tracing, which only covers a small 
percentage of the cloud-native environment at a very 
high processing cost, and the choice is obvious.

Customized Dashboards – DevOps and developers 
scaling a SaaS workload use a unique mix of public cloud 
provider services. Beyond packaged AWS visibility for 
quick time to value, they also need to customize views to 
their unique needs. Wavefront analytics-driven 
dashboards can be customized using Wavefront’s 
powerful Query Language to get fast answers to any 
question.

Tagging – To isolate an issue, DevOps engineers can tag 
and group AWS metrics such as Amazon EC2 metrics with 
any dimension including availability zones or others to 
quickly navigate to the root cause of issues.

Events Overlay – Wavefront dashboards visualize and 
overlay events on top of metrics. For example, an SRE may 
want to overlay AWS metrics with important events such 
as CloudTrail or build or code push events to deepen 
visibility, troubleshoot an issue, or optimize for capacity 
planning.
Collaboration – Engineering teams can easily collaborate 
and share cloud performance results, usage and billing 
dashboards, and metrics a with single-click eliminating 
any delays essential for a cloud native business. 

Meaningful Alerts – For your cloud service, it is 
important to alert on what matters to you - such as if  at 
percentage of  your SaaS users are seeing increased 
page load delay and avoid getting notified, say,  if some 
hosts are running hot. Wavefront intelligent, query-
driven alerting helps you customize notifications to 
what matters to your cloud environment, reducing alert 
fatigue. 

DevOps Integration – Point-and-click integration with 
popular notification and support tools like PagerDuty 
and Slack empowers DevOps sharing and collaboration.

Find Unknown Anomalies – In dynamic cloud 
environments, it’s not easy to distinguish cause and 
effect. Most tools look for known anomalies, which 
makes them limited with cloud’s many unknown failure 
modes. In contrast, Wavefront offers over 100 analytics 
functions that find hidden anomalies faster.

See Hidden Anomalies Quickly – Wavefront’s real-time 
analytics and visualizations enable developers and SREs 
to rapidly scan across different views of metrics data, to 
iterate, share, and converge on finding anomalous 
behavior from apps to cloud infrastructure.

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics
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Quick Time to Value with Packaged AWS 
Visibility

Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite provides 
packaged dashboards that deliver real-time 
insight into performance, utilization, and billing 
across AWS accounts. Engineering teams can roll 
out cloud-native services quickly while knowing 
specific resources utilization costing. The 
Wavefront platform can collect data from both 
private and public environments (such as VMware 
Cloud on AWS) meaning that migration to the 
public can be planned with full visibility. Teams 
can proactively scale their services and plan with 
deep visibility into reserved instances cost as well 
as more dynamic spot pricing.

AWS Performance Monitoring 

Since the Wavefront platform collects all AWS 
application and cloud infrastructure metrics, 
DevOps and developer teams can monitor all their 
cloud services and get correlated visibility into the 
performance of their application at scale with 
deep granularity. In case of any infrastructure 
utilization anomalies, for example, spiking of your 
Amazon ELB utilization, teams can react instantly 
and roll back any changes. 

Grow Cloud Deployments and Services without 
Scaling Monitoring Cost

Take advantage of key AWS functions such as 
auto-scaling and send all metrics to Wavefront to 
understand any seasonality and know if services 
are performing as expected. Using Wavefront AWS 
Monitoring Suite, engineering teams can scale 
their cloud services easily with proven metrics 
solution. Wavefront metrics are highly efficient to 
store and process, so you can trend and retain all 
metrics (with no down sampling) at minimum cost 
for future analysis and proactive capacity 
planning. 

Dynamic Alerting Finds Unexpected Spikes in 
Cloud Resources Utilization

Set limits to AWS services utilization using 
Wavefront’s dynamic alerting driven by analytics. 
With changes in workload requirements for 
consumption and auto-scaling, you can fine tune 
and closely monitor that all services are within 
your budget. Using the Wavefront Query Language, 
you can create smart alerts on any condition, 
avoiding alert noise and fatigue.

Proactive Troubleshooting for Instant Isolation of 
Application or AWS Issues

Wavefront metrics and alerts help CloudOps teams 
proactively identify any performance anomalies. 
Since metrics analytics is fast, it helps teams detect 
and alert on unpredictable cloud service behaviors 
and changes across their entire AWS environment.  

Metrics-driven analytics becomes a critical 
feedback loop of the DevOps toolchain for all 
teams. Once an issue is detected, after applications 
are pushed to production, using metrics insight, 
teams can quickly identify the root cause and 
rollback code updates.

Make Informed Critical Business Decisions with 
SaaS-enabled  Metrics Analytics

With continuous visibility and retention of all 
performance metrics, the entire business and all 
teams can be synchronized with code releases. 
Executives can make informed business decisions 
seeing the top level impact to the business. For 
more details, see how Box executives are making 
data-driven business decisions later in this 
document.

Self-Service Customized Cloud Metrics Help 
Developers Deliver Code Faster

Developers can take advantage of the Wavefront 
Query Language to create custom metrics and 
alerts correlated with AWS services, working 
independently to ensure cloud services delivery.  

Differentiators of Wavefront AWS Analytics

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics



AWS provides a vast array of metrics that can be analyzed 

in Wavefront across many of its key components. Using 
the  Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite, you get insight into 
the most commonly used metrics including:

• AWS performance and utilization metrics for major
cloud services including Amazon EC2, Amazon EBS,

Amazon ECS, Amazon ELB, AWS Lambda, Amazon
RedShift, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon SQS and more

• Pricing and Billing metrics including reserved

instances pricing and spot pricing visibility

For more information on Wavefront AWS metrics 
collection, please see Wavefront AWS documentation.
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Depending on needs, you can use the turn-key Wavefront 

AWS Monitoring Suite for quick time to value.  But for 
many Wavefront users, the biggest value comes from 
adapting our dashboards to your unique situation and 

tying your AWS metrics with custom cloud applications 
you are delivering to your customers. The Wavefront 

platform gives you the ability to enrich CloudWatch 
metrics with more granular time-series data added 
through application metric libraries, Telegraf, StatsD, or 

other open source agents.

Using the power of over hundred functions in the 
Wavefront Query Language, you can start adapting any 
pre-built Wavefront dashboard to your unique case.

.

Wavefront gives DevOps and developer teams 

a choice in using either CloudWatch reported 
metrics, open source (agent) collection 
methods or both. As you will see later in the 

Space Ape Games case study, using open 
source agents for metrics collection can give 

you per second granularity unlike per several 
minute granularity delivered by CloudWatch.

Also, the Wavefront platform has the ability to 
trend and retain highly granular metrics over 
the long term without any summarization (no 

down sampling) at highly efficient price 
points.

The Power to Correlate Custom Metrics to AWS

“Wavefront SaaS analytics lets us 
troubleshoot very accurately any problem 
before our cloud game customers get 
impacted. We can track our user experience, 
service, operational and business 
performance in real-time.”

- Louis McCormack
Lead DevOps Engineer, 

Space Ape Games

What Cloud Metrics to Monitor
What AWS Cloud Metrics Should I Monitor?

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
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Granular EC2 Visibility
Packaged Wavefront AWS dashboards provide 
visibility into performance of Amazon EC2 
hosts including:

• The number of successful and failed
instances

• The total number of running instances by
region and type

• Overall CPU utilization
• CPU usage by region

Real-Time Cloud Storage Insight

Continuous Cloud Networking 
Metrics

The Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite provides packaged visibility into key AWS performance, health and cost 
metrics helping cloud monitoring teams instantly isolate potential resource bottlenecks. Engineering teams get 
both at-a-glance summarized views across the entire AWS footprint and detailed component views of individual 
ASW component consumption. Data can be grouped by different dimensions (tags) offering easy navigation to 
particular resource bottlenecks or anomalies.  Using the power of the Wavefront Query Language, all packaged 
dashboards can be customized, and packaged data is correlated with top-level composite service performance, 
giving engineering teams the ability to tailor dashboards to their specific use cases.

The Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite provides 
real-time storage monitoring of key Amazon 
EBS metrics including:

• Volume read and write OPS
• Disk read and write OPS
• Top 10 volumes by disk write or read
• Top 10 machines by disk write or read

The Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite provides 
important network metrics including:

• Networking throughput
• Top 10 machines by network ingress and

egress
• Top 10 machines by disk write or read
• The ratio of network vs CPU utilization

Monitoring AWS Health

For details on Wavefront’s AWS integration and related metrics, please see the Wavefront documentation: 
docs.wavefront.com/integrations_aws_metrics.html or sign up for the free trial.

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics
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Implement Automatic Rollbacks Using Insight into Serverless Performance
A growing percentage of customers are using Wavefront analytics to monitor the performance of their 
AWS Lambda serverless functions. In fact, developers and SREs from the Wavefront customer, FashionID 
(Peek & Cloppenburg), started to monitor their AWS Lambda performance 30 min after seeing a 
Wavefront demo and prepackaged Lambda dashboards. For a quick start enroll in a Wavefront free trial: 
wavefront.com/sign-up.

The Wavefront platform collects, analyzes and delivers performance metrics from all areas of AWS 
Lambda. Engineering teams get continuous visibility into their function executions’ performance and 
execution times, errors, invocations, success, usage rates and much more. With this insight, DevOps and 
developer teams can closely monitor their services and perform dynamic checks on their function code 
updates. 

An example of a real-life application is using analytics to help you perform automatic code rollbacks. 
You can set query-driven alert conditions that trigger a rollback to revert the faulty function to its 
previous version, helping you remediate errors without human intervention. Wavefront alerts can be 
fine-tuned to specific anomalous conditions helping you avoid sporadic conditions, only getting alerted 
on true faults and anomalies. For details on Wavefront analytics for AWS Lambda, and links to code 
samples on performing automatic rollbacks and free plugin code, see this Wavefront blog post: 
wavefront.com/serverless-automatic-rollbacks-wavefront.

Monitoring Serverless - AWS Lambda

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics



The Wavefront platform collects and correlates metrics from Amazon ECS, CloudWatch, CloudTrail, EBS 
and many other Amazon services and custom application metrics. It provides comprehensive out-of-
the-box visibility into all levels of Amazon ECS environments including all EC2 instances, containers, 
and task definition families. Since Wavefront provides insight into both cloud services infrastructure 
and containerized application performance, DevOps and CloudOps teams can make sure there are 
sufficient resources for containers while developers don’t need to worry about the rate of container 
changes (spin-ups and spin downs) and can focus on more meaningful tasks.

Using metrics-driven analytics, DevOps and Developer teams can detect any performance issues, 
remediate container resource, utilization bottlenecks, and alert on any container conditions for early 
anomaly detection. The Wavefront platform visualizes:

• EC2 instances metrics: CPU, memory, networking throughput (bytes in/out), disk reads/writes
• Task definitions metrics: CPU usage, memory usage, bytes transmitted/received, networking errors
• Container metrics: CPU usage, memory usage, bytes transmitted/received, networking errors 
• ECS-EBS storage metrics: ECS-EBS volume size, ECS-EBS cluster read, write bytes

11

Monitoring Amazon EC2 Container Service
Real-Time Visibility into Amazon ECS Environments and Docker Containers

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
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Realize Long-Term Savings from Reserved Instances Pricing Tracking

Realize Instant Savings from Real-Time Spot Pricing Visibility 

AWS offers various pricing incentives when you reserve AWS compute resources for the longer term. However, 
we learned that due to lack of granular visibility into granular costing and resource consumption trends, many 
AWS users are not taking advantage of these savings. The Wavefront platform provides out-of-the-box 
dashboards for billing and potential savings that give you visibility how much savings you can realize per 
instance type and per month within the region. Within minutes of starting to use Wavefront (even during a free 
trial), DevOps teams can start understanding what is their total potential monthly savings into projected savings 
from reserved instances.

In addition to CloudWatch, CloudTrail metrics and events, the Wavefront platform collects spot pricing data that 
frequently changes.  By using this granular spot pricing visibility, you can monitor dynamic pricing changes and 
avoid unexpected pricing surprises. You can filter spot pricing data per desired dimensions such as a particular 
compute instance or OS or availability zone, and then understand if you are using the right spot instance.

Monitoring AWS Billing for Cost Savings

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics



Space Ape Games, the UK company behind award-winning games 
is using Wavefront to real-time monitor their key gaming services 
and AWS environment behind their gaming platform in real time. 
Space Ape’s DevOps engineers are analyzing the performance of 
their high-level gaming services and tiers, down to individual 
Linux hosts’ behavior and utilization metrics. This unified view 
helps Space Ape’s DevOps team to proactively troubleshoot 
emerging issues in real time before their customers experience 
slowdowns. 

They can see their users' cloud service performance experience 
exactly. Using Wavefront’s alerting, they can improve their game 
service user experience and drill-down on any percentage of their 
active users that are having any client errors.
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Case Study: Space Ape Games Ups App 
Performance with AWS Analytics 

Wavefront Monitors AWS DynamoDB Performance to Improve User Experience
Space Ape Games DevOps team is using Amazon DynamoDB to store time-sensitive gaming parameters.  The 
performance of the DynamoDB service directly impacts Space Ape Games’ user experience and how fast 
elements of the game get loaded. Any delays in DynamoDB performance can affect their users’ experience. To 
ensure they are ahead of any service sluggishness, they created two levels of monitoring DynamoDB 
performance, all within Wavefront. 

They created a custom tool and are enriching CloudWatch reported metrics (which come at several min 
granularity) with more granular changes reported in Wavefront by Telegraf agents.  Since they are running time-
sensitive services, they are pulling both custom code metrics on DynamoDB read/writes, and CloudWatch 
provided metrics on DynamoDB performance.

Wavefront Monitors AWS Lambda Functions for Key Insights 
Space Ape Games  DevOps engineers are monitoring the performance of their API gateway, plus invocations and 
errors from their AWS Lambda functions. By visualizing URL shortening activity, Space Ape teams are also 
gaining valuable real-time business insight, up to the second.  When they initially launched one of their new 
games, they had lots of traffic from YouTube users and by tracking URL activity they were able to understand 
based on YouTube referral links where their customers and potential prospects were coming from. This real-
time per second insight provides an essential tool for their sales and marketing teams that’s tied to their 
operational performance.

“Wavefront SaaS analytics lets us 
troubleshoot very accurately any problem 
before our cloud game customers get 
impacted. We can track our user 
experience, service, operational and 
business performance in real-time. ”

- Louis McCormack
Lead DevOps Engineer, 

Space Ape Games

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics



Amazon ELB monitoring is useful for  understanding the impact of increased loads on customer or business 
experience. The Space Ape DevOps team is using Wavefront to chart their ELB performance metrics including  
ELB request count and ELB Request latency, which gives them visibility into how their gaming service is 
performing.  

By monitoring their game service request latencies, they are able to see instantly if there are any delays that 
directly impact gamers. DevOps engineers can do load tests and watch if there are any changes made that are 
directly impacting user experience, as they push the new code to production. They can also see if their 
application traffic is evenly distributed between availability zones. This real-time insight is critical for them to 
understand what’s happening when there are many thousands of concurrent active users on their service.
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Wavefront Monitors AWS Billing and Pricing for Recommended Cost Savings

In addition to performance metrics, Space Ape engineers are also planning AWS reserved instance purchases, 
aided by Wavefront. Before subscribing to the Wavefront service, they had to do manual analysis which was 
tedious, time-consuming, and error-prone. Now they can easily select different accounts and types of instances 
and process pricing data automatically so that they can plan efficiently.

On several occasions across their development and test environments, they were able to make use of more 
dynamic AWS spot pricing information – directly available from Wavefront in real time – and reduce their AWS 
cloud spending by more than 40%.

Wavefront Applies Analytics on Amazon ELB Metrics for Real-Time Insights

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics



Box is a leading cloud content management company that empowers enterprises to revolutionize how they work by 

securely connecting their people, information, and applications. Box has a rapidly growing user base and is currently 
serving over 52 million users with 74,000 paying customers, many of which use the Box service as their primary 
archive for documents and content. 

Similar to other innovative digital enterprises. Box is getting ahead of rapid business growth by migrating their SaaS 

operations into the public cloud. To monitor their service performance, capacity utilization and transition costs, Box 
turned to Wavefront. The fully customizable dashboards in Wavefront gain them the real-time insights into migration 
pricing, helping Box teams realize near 70% savings in cloud costs. The engineering team also created dashboards for 

sharing cost savings information with business executives – such as comparing the cost and performance of various 
public cloud providers on one dashboard. As well, over 400 software engineers use Wavefront daily, helping them 
understand the performance of their applications, and how they operate over public and private cloud infrastructure. 

Engineers often use Wavefront to establish a baseline of performance, then compare performance to after new code 
is release to production, to assess whether the change had the anticipated impact. 

Key	Benefits	
• Faster cloud adoption resulting from real-time cloud 
insights

• Real-time visibility into the performance of our Box 
application services correlated with AWS infrastructure 
performance

• Predictive capacity planning based on continuous 
granular insight into both public and private cloud 
utilization (during transition)

• Deeper visibility into AWS spot instances for cost savings

• Enhanced collaboration and shared insights in the hands 
of all Box engineers via powerful dashboards and alerts

• Better task prioritization and focus, given a better 
understanding of services performance variables, reducing 
waste and mundane tasks

• Improved engineer morale and satisfaction, hugely 
impactful to give them ability to introspect on code in 
production

Wavefront Provides Comprehensive and Correlated Insights into AWS 
Performance, Spot Pricing and Capacity Planning

“Wavefront metrics help us 
predict our future cloud 
utilization, giving us the ability 
to anticipate problems and 
correct them earlier. It enables 
our teams to find a needle in the 
haystack, helping us quickly 
resolve problems and 
empowering our engineering 
teams with self-service metrics.”

Demetri Mouratis
SRE Engineer - Box
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Case Study: Box Scales Cloud Services with 
AWS Analytics

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics



Sample	Dashboards	Used	by	Box	for	AWS	Performance	and	Cost	Monitoring
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Using the Wavefront AWS Monitoring Suite, along with additional custom dashboards, Box engineers 
were able to perform side-by-side comparisons of infrastructure usage and performance metrics during 
the transition from private and public cloud services. With this insight, they were able to accelerate 
their AWS adoption and overcome internal concerns about potential customer impact and how quickly 
to migrate. By applying Wavefront analytics on granular performance metrics, they were able to 
maximize their public cloud resources adoption helping them to realize a 70% cloud cost savings, 
compared to running their services on their private cloud. They are also now able to scale faster as they 
no longer need to worry about physical space allocation, or about architecting high-availability 
infrastructure, which is already built-in to the AWS offerings.

Wavefront AWS Analytics Helped Box Realize 70% Savings with a Private to 
Public Cloud Service Migration

How to Scale Your SaaS with Public Cloud Analytics
A Guide to Monitoring AWS Using Metrics-Driven Analytics



A prime example of cloud monitoring at Box is described below. Their SRE team uses the chart below to 
monitor how the number of EC2 instances in their AWS auto scaling-group for any particular Box 
service changes over a month. With this continuous visibility, engineers are able to observe the cyclical 
performance of  their application services and quickly isolate any anomalies, such as unusual spikes 
that may have resulted from a new code deployment or dependencies in utilization spikes in other 
resources.
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With this simple month’s view of data, it’s easier for the Box SRE team to predict what the peak 
utilization will be, when it will trend upward, when it will trend downward, and how to create alerts if 
things start to deviate from what’s typical. For example, they can predict how many instances they will 
need on Mondays or during some future period given a particular event. This has lots of implications. 
Let’s say the Box SRE team observes that on Monday morning, they have 500 instances running. They 
would then immediately know something is abnormal. They can be proactive and preset a ‘high water 
mark’ alert to notify them if the count goes above 60. On the other hand, if they see only 5 instances 
running, that is also a problem, as they may have under-provisioned their environment for the demand 
the Box application generates. They can also set a low water mark threshold. The power of Wavefront is 
that their team can decide to auto-pass that control logic to the public cloud provider; they can set high 
or low water marks to do things for them automatically and proactively.

Moreover, the Box finance team can also get useful information derived from the same metrics such as 
understanding how the number of EC2 instances trends over the long term. Wavefront can also be a 
useful tool for generating insights to improve financial forecasting.

The Wavefront Predictive Amazon EC2 Utilization Visibility Reduces 
Troubleshooting Time While Helping Box SRE Team With Budgeting
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For a SaaS business, it’s essential to understand how a new code release to production affects other 
dependent services and ultimately customer experience. Code pushes, whether positive or negative, 
usually have a direct impact on customers satisfaction and revenue. Thus, continuous visibility into 
code delivery is essential in the cloud-native era.  As developers release updates continuously, all 
teams from developers, SREs, product managers and executives need visibility to quickly react and be 
agile. 

As an example, Wavefront provided the full stack visibility for Box developers to quickly iterate and 
innovate as they roll out new Box cloud services. With each release iteration, Box developers have 
access to metrics analytics, creating visualizations to better track and understand what’s actually 
happening in real time with their production services.

The chart below tracks the latency that a Box customer would experience when downloading a 
sample document. The blue line baselines the typical latency, before any code updates. The green line 
represents the latency impact of the initial new code release, which would have resulted in Box 
customers experiencing greater latency.  Finally, the purple line represents the follow-on code 
release, the lower latency, and this become the final code release that Box developers pushed to 
production. 
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This real-time visibility into continuous code delivery helps all teams - developers, DevOps engineers, 
SREs, business stakeholders to move faster while driving customer satisfaction higher.

In conclusion, the power of Wavefront is that its influence doesn’t always have to be direct. Anyone can 
go in and use it to find what they need. It’s about empowering others, from the engineer to even the CEO.

Wavefront’s Analytics Helps Box Executives Increase Business Velocity
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Wavefront engineering teams are using the Wavefront service 
to monitor their AWS resource consumption and 
performance,  helping them save costs with reserved 
instances pricing. Combing views into long-term pricing 
trends correlated with actual Wavefront service operational 
behavior, engineers can see any unexpected spikes in costing 
or AWS resource usage and can pinpoint its root cause earlier 
– from an unauthorized configuration change to a true usage 
increase of the Wavefront service by a customer. They’re also 
able to set dynamic thresholds on alerts to auto-detect either 
high capacity utilization or underused cloud resources for 
more savings.

Many key metrics are not directly available from CloudWatch. 
Because Wavefront also collects metrics using various AWS 
APIs, it can provide extended visibility into AWS. Visibility into 
unused and detached Amazon EBS volumes also helps 
Wavefront SREs to realize additional savings relative to the 
service needs. If they see a detached volume for more than 
one hour, Wavefront engineers get notified and they can 
terminate the unused resource.

Charts overlaying events such as code pushes or ingestion 
errors help the Wavefront team to proactively understand the 
expected behavior or automatically revert changes when 
anomalies appear. Key metrics visualized are: pricing, costs, 
compute and  EBS consumption, projected savings and more.
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Case Study: Wavefront Tracks Cloud Health 
and Reduces Costs with AWS Analytics

“We use Wavefront ourselves to 
monitor our AWS cloud behavior and 
pricing, to track long-term history, and 
for real-time visibility into our services 
performance and cost. This granular 
insight helps us predict service 
utilization, giving us the ability to tie 
our business growth with superior 
Wavefront service performance – all 
while keeping tabs on costing and 
providing the highest possible quality 
to our customers. “

Durren Shen
Co-founder/Chief Quality Architect

Wavefront by VMware

How Wavefront Engineering Teams Use Wavefront to Track Wavefront
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Developer teams need a self-service metrics platform as they move to cloud-native infrastructures and take on 

more responsibility for their code in production. Wavefront provides metrics monitoring and analytics well 
beyond AWS public cloud services, extending visibility into other cloud services such as Azure, GCP and VMware 
Cloud on AWS. Wavefront also unifies visibility of the public cloud with existing applications (e.g. Java, Python, 

Ruby, Go, etc.), application services (e.g. Pivotal Cloud Foundry, Container Services, etc.) and other cloud-native 
infrastructures. The key differentiation making Wavefront the ideal visibility tool for developer teams includes:
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Total Visibility for Enterprise Developer Teams

Advanced
Query-driven Analytics

• 100 advanced analytical functions 

• Detect leading indicators 

• Detect anomalies across apps and cloud infrastructures

Intelligent Alerting

• Intelligent, query-driven alerting helps reduce alert fatigue

• Consolidated alerting over entire cloud stack simplifies maintenance

• Point-and-click integration with popular notification and support tools

Massive Scale and  
Availability

• Offer self-service metrics to thousands of software engineers

• Built-in high availability functionalities for maximum SLAs

• Metrics histogram types handle high-velocity metrics for hyper scale

Interactive, 
Customizable & 

Packaged Dashboards

• Interact and customize to unique app and cloud monitoring needs 

• Enable critical code, services and infrastructure troubleshooting

• Improve DevOps team collaboration

Complete API for 
Extensibility 

• Further automate monitoring to reduce errors from manual processes

• Point-and-click integration with popular DevOps and Developer tools 

• Get instant visibility with pre-built OOB AWS & container integration

Wavefront Monitors Applications on Cloud-Native Infrastructures
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Know first about anomalies in your cloud application in production.
Boost performance proactively. Drive accountability for everyone.

The most powerful query 
language in monitoring 

running against a unified, 
full detail, metrics store in 

real time with no limits.

The results are higher quality 
alerts, faster anomaly 

detection, and crucially 
valuable insights that no other 

monitoring tool can offer.

For serious SaaS and digital 
businesses where 

performance, reliability, 
scale and support are 

essential to their business.

#1 IN SELF-SERVICE METRICS FOR
DEVOPS AND DEVELOPER TEAMS

Find out why Wavefront helps you build and run great software at
wavefront.com
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Get Wavefront for Metrics-driven Analytics
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LEARN MORE:

PRODUCT DEMO CLIPS:

USE METRICS-DRIVEN ANALYTICS FOR:

APPLICATIONS | CONTAINERS  |  SERVICES  |  CLOUDS  |  INFRASTRUCTURE

Webinar: Intro to Metrics Monitoring
Webinar: To Log or to Metric

Talk: How to Use Analytics for Metrics Monitoring
Blog: Read Wavefront Blog

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW
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